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MONDAY, JANUARY 27, 2014 
 

FINAL AGENDA 
 
1. Call to Order 
2. Pledge of Allegiance 
3. Adoption of Agenda 
4. Public Participation (five minutes maximum per speaker, or longer at the discretion of the Chairperson related 
               only to issues contained on the agenda) 
 
5. PRESENTATIONS 
 
 a) Overview by United Way on Centers for Working Families (CWF) and (attached) 
  Community Financial Centers/Kyle DuBuc and Karen Tyler-Ruiz (page 1) 
 
6. VETERANS 
 
 a) Quarterly Report for Veterans Services Department (page 24) (attached) 
 
7. COMMUNITY SERVICES 
 

a) Budget Amendment/CSA/Head Start ($35,427) (page 25)  (attached) 
 
8. HHS COMMITTEE CHAIR ITEMS 
 

a) 3rd Annual All About Food Conference (page 32) (attached) 
 

9. New Business  
10. Public Participation (five minutes maximum per speaker or longer at the discretion of the Chairperson) 
11. Adjournment 
 
 
MEMBERS:  Moceri-Chair, Boyle-Vice-Chair, Klinefelt, Mijac, Miller, Sauger, Tocco and Flynn (ex-officio). 
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The Greater Detroit Centers for Working Families (CWF) recently celebrated its 
second anniversary as a wealth-building model in metro Detroit. The Greater 
Detroit CWF officially launched as a pilot in Southeast Michigan in 2008; however, 
its origins spring from a national concept conceived by the Annie E. Casey Foundation. 

The CWF model utilizes an integrated approach for delivering vital services and financial support 
to low-income families—all designed to promote financial stability and sustainable economic gains 
for area residents. The CWF serves a wide variety of individuals and families, from the unemployed 
and underemployed, and the fully employed who need help managing their finances, to those who 
have encountered multiple barriers and hardships while trying to turn their lives around. 

The Greater Detroit CWF’s battle cry is “Earn It” (increase earnings and income), “Keep It” (reduce 
financial transaction costs), and “Grow It” (build wealth for families and their communities). 

The CWF model has brought about a true paradigm shift in the way nonprofits can effectively offer 
asset-building and economic development in the community during these extremely difficult times. 

Currently, most federal and state governments and other agencies offer a fragmented array of services 
and job training programs; however, these programs only address emergencies and catastrophic events. 
The Greater Detroit CWF model is not a triage approach, rather a true holistic model that utilizes 
customized coaching methods to empower individuals and families so that they can truly realize 
the dream of becoming and remaining financially sound and self-reliant.

The vision behind the CWF model is a simple and straightforward one. It is a vision of propelling 
individuals and families from debt and hardship to positive net worth and increased income. Once 
the shift from scarcity to long-term financial stability has been achieved, it cannot help but to have 
a powerful ripple effect. Greater Detroit CWF participants come away with a newfound knowledge that 
ultimately helps them chart a new course for their lives. Each begins to consider strategies for investing 
in their future, as well as the future of family and community. This model will not only change the lives 
of people currently living and working in Detroit, but it will undoubtedly have a positive and profound 
impact on the next generation of Detroiters. 

The genesis of the Greater Detroit CWF

A Success Story
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So, how does it work?

The foundation of this model rests on the fundamental concept of bundling services. Simply stated, 
clients who receive an integrated “bundle” of services are far more likely to overcome a range of 
obstacles and realize the goal of financial stability. 

The multi-faceted CWF model “bundles” three vital components essential to financial stability: 

1. Connections to career training and employment opportunities
2. One-on-one financial coaching
3. Access to valuable and temporary private and government benefits, and credits that provide 

additional income, such as tax credits, health insurance programs, and food stamps

After being operational for two years, the Greater Detroit CWF data indicates that 60% of its clients 
received bundled services. Moreover, the clients who received bundled services are five to six times 
more likely to see an increase in their income or net worth than those clients receiving only one service.

The next evolution in wealth building

The impact is clear. Research supports the principle that low- to moderate-income families are 
more likely to achieve success and realize financial improvements if workforce development, 
financial coaching, and asset building are bundled, sequenced, and integrated into one “centralized 
accountability” model and delivery system. 

Aggregate Data 2008 –2010

Service Bundling Percentage

• Total % of people who received 1/3 services

• Total % of people who received 2/3 services

• Total % of people who received 3/3 services

27% 33%

40%

Total % of people who received…

Net income going up (from baseline)
Net worth going up (from baseline)

Net income going up (from baseline)
Net worth going up (from baseline)

Net income going up (from baseline)
Net worth going up (from baseline)

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

1/3
Services

2/3
Services

3/3
Services

2.7%

0%

17%

12.6%

19.3%

9.9%

Outcomes Resulting from Service Bundling Percentages
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So, who is actually behind the proverbial curtain of the Greater Detroit Centers 
for Working Families? 

In metro Detroit, the CWF model is unlike any other in the country. In an unprecedented move, two 
of Southeast Michigan’s most respected community champions, Detroit Local Initiatives Support 
Corporation (LISC) and United Way for Southeastern Michigan (UWSEM), joined forces to serve as 
the intermediary and to implement the Greater Detroit Centers for Working Families. 

Detroit LISC has been working to rebuild Detroit’s communities by pooling resources in support of 
community economic development. Since 1990, Detroit LISC has invested over $140 million in grants, 
and provided training, technical assistance, and management assistance to over 300 community-based 
organizations. LISC’s Building Sustainable Communities model focuses on increasing family income 
and wealth; developing, preserving, and investing in the physical environment; stimulating economic 
activity locally and regionally; improving access to quality education; and fostering livable, safe, and 
healthy environments, and brings with it a robust network of relationships in targeted communities 
throughout the city. LISC’s mission to use a comprehensive and place-based approach to revitalize 
Detroit’s neighborhoods aligns with the mission of the Greater Detroit CWF.

LISC also brings to the Greater Detroit CWF Intermediary a national expansion relationship with 
the Annie E. Casey (AEC) Foundation that has leveraged AEC and additional national resources, 
including dedicated staff at the national level. It also provides for national CWF leadership for expansion 
sites like Detroit. LISC utilized the experiences, research, and development of its extensive CWF network 
to prepare the Greater Detroit CWF for launch readiness and continues to tap into that network. 
LISC also brings its entrepreneurial and deal-making sensibilities to the CWF table. 

The Greater Detroit CWF model is directly aligned with the ten-year Agenda for Change recently 
designed by UWSEM to address the following three financial stability priority outcomes: Increase 
Financial Resources (job training, career counseling, access to public benefits, and tax credits), Increase 
Financial Literacy (effective money management and use of mainstream financial markets), and Increase 
and Sustain Homeownership (homeownership counseling, including mortgage foreclosure prevention). 
UWSEM will be investing nearly $3 million annually in support of these financial stability activities 
throughout the region, and it has brought in over $1.4 million in match dollars through its Individual 
Development Account (IDA) initiative. Many IDA participants served through this UWSEM initiative 
have purchased homes that have leveraged $8.1 million in mortgage values, and additional amounts 
through small business start-ups and post-secondary education degrees/certificate completion.

Behind the scenes of the Greater Detroit CWF
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What makes the Greater Detroit Centers for Working Families so unique is a groundbreaking 
and symbiotic partnership between Detroit LISC and UWSEM. This affiliation is strengthened 
by the give-and-take working relationship the intermediary has forged with the Greater Detroit CWF 
member organizations. 

The intermediary is dedicated to creating opportunities for partnership and innovation for the Greater 
Detroit CWF network through a shared and synergistic infrastructure. 

The intermediary funded the start-up infrastructure costs for the Greater Detroit CWF network. This 
allowed the network to focus its resources on key CWF core services and other internal re-organization 
processes. In addition, the intermediary provides each Greater Detroit CWF site with an annual grant 
of $100,000 in flexible funding used solely for the implementation of the CWF model.

Data collection and information sharing are important resources and tools for ensuring a successful CWF 
model. While the intermediary is responsible for collecting and aggregating valuable data from CWF 
sites, the City of Detroit, and the Tri-County area, it works side-by-side with the Greater CWF network to 
review and analyze the data and explore its collective narrative. The intermediary facilitates opportunities 
for shared learning and identifies resources that help the Greater Detroit CWF to improve each member’s 
intellectual capital, as well as fine tune operations. 

Working with the Greater Detroit CWF sites, the intermediary coordinates efforts around research and 
development of new services and products that enhance the Greater Detroit CWF and its work. For 
example, by assessing feedback from the network sites, the intermediary is helping to augment the Greater 
Detroit CWF model, which currently supports the need for entrepreneurship as an alternative income 
generation source. 

The true value of the intermediary

As the intermediary for this work, Detroit LISC and UWSEM assembled and now manage a group 
of trusted and high-capacity non-profit organizations that comprise the framework for an integrated 
network of CWF sites. The Greater Detroit CWF network is currently comprised of:

• Focus: HOPE in the Central Woodward area
• Goodwill Industries of Greater Detroit in the North End
• SER Metro-Detroit and Southwest Solutions in Southwest Detroit
• Lighthouse of Oakland County in Pontiac

Working together as a single-minded and focused intermediary, Detroit LISC and UWSEM have 
successfully leveraged the strengths and resources of each other, as well as the five high-performing 
non-profits that currently make up the Greater Detroit CWF. This cohesive network of Greater Detroit 
CWF sites is providing bundled services that are propelling local residents and families from debt 
and hardship to personal empowerment, professional success, and financial stability.

4
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By tapping into its financing expertise, Detroit LISC identified and secured resources that allowed Greater 
Detroit CWF sites to provide their clients support in the areas of micro-business guidance, new business 
development, and loans. 

Detroit LISC and UWSEM also link the network to other vital neighborhood organizing initiatives and 
workforce advancement opportunities.

The intermediary:

• Provides leadership in research and product development
• Enhances performance tracking and training for the network sites
• Helps the Greater Detroit CWF sites to set and meet mutually agreed upon goals  

In essence, the intermediary is there to:

• Work in conjunction with the Greater Detroit CWF sites
• Spur candid and open discussions around the model and its services
• Foster an atmosphere of peer support and teamwork

It is there to lift up the Greater Detroit CWF network and help it chart a course for success and 
future expansion.
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During the Greater Detroit CWF planning process, the sites recommended that the intermediary support 
a cohesive Greater Detroit CWF network, which has been built, and continues to be modified in response 
to the regional economic environment. 

The fabric of the Greater Detroit CWF network is bound by strong threads of cooperation, integrity, 
and accountability. While the Greater Detroit CWF network’s design allows each site operational 
independence, it also supports a peer learning structure. Being a part of this interconnected network 
allows the Greater Detroit CWF sites to assemble on a regular basis to share information, brainstorm 
ideas, and access each other’s statistical data and best practices.

This unique “peer” group dynamic has also helped to cultivate the supportive nature of the network. 
The Greater Detroit CWF sites report success stories, as well as challenges and lessons learned. In an 
environment of transparency, each site is encouraged to push the envelope, provide out-of-the-box 
thinking when it comes to systems for delivering and expanding services, and hold fellow Greater Detroit 
CWF members accountable for their individual work and achievements. 

The Greater Detroit CWF network has yielded many amazing results, including:

• Offering the potential for the Greater Detroit CWF sites to join forces — becoming a single voice 
for advocacy and change on a community-wide scale

• Generating innovation in CWF model enhancements and peer learning opportunities 
• Allowing for maximum synergy among all the sites
• Setting performance goals and standards and ensuring accountability
• Embracing a true spirit of cooperation

The value of the network

The CWF has evolved into a strong and positive brand in the metro Detroit area. The success of the model 
stands on its own merits. The Greater Detroit CWF network is currently in expansion mode, and the 
intermediary and the network are working together to formulate plans to grow the network to 15 sites by 
the year 2018. 

What is on the horizon?
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Today, the Greater Detroit Centers for Working Families model has one of the highest success rates 
among all the CWF models nationwide. While the statistics and numbers reflect the individual 
milestones of the Greater Detroit CWF participants, its overall impact is much greater. Think of these 
individuals as seeds, yielding a bounty that will benefit their families and their communities. 

These Greater Detroit CWF clients are excited about the future, and they are becoming motivated citizens 
who can contribute to the collective success of society. Each is empowered with newly acquired wealth-
building skills, jobs, and “disposable” income. This translates into residents circulating their money back 
into the local economy.

The statistics

Here are a few Greater Detroit CWF outcomes from 2008–2010:

• All five Greater Detroit CWF sites embraced the concept and effectiveness of bundling 
services, offering at least two of the three designated CWF services to 60% of clients. 

• Individuals who received bundled services were five to six times more likely to realize 
an increase in income and net worth. 

• During this period, approximately 1,268 clients enrolled in financial counseling CWF services, 
and 297 clients increased their net income. In addition, 168 clients increased their net worth.

• Data also revealed that the median increase in monthly income was approximately $1,105, and 
the median increase in net worth was $471.

• As a result of the bundling concept, CWF clients received approved income support benefits 
totaling $642,000.

• Some 63 residents walked into a financial institution, many for the first time, to open checking 
and savings accounts.

• More than 240 residents were placed in jobs, including 116 full-time placements, and 24 
positions offering health and retirement benefits.

• More than 1,500 clients participated in employment- and/or education-related services.
• Since its inception and rollout in metro Detroit, approximately 2,465 individuals have received 

and benefited from Greater Detroit CWF services. Participants work with financial coaches, 
money management experts, and workforce development coaches to help them maximize 
limited resources, reduce debt, and consistently save money. This translates into 2,400 people 
charting a new course for the future.
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The true triumph of the Greater Detroit CWF model is not only reflected in the encouraging statistics 
and positive outcomes, it resounds in the faces, hearts and uplifted spirits of those individuals whose lives 
have been permanently and positively altered by it. Theirs are the stories of hope — inspiration and bright 
tomorrows.

Southwest Housing Solutions 
“It was the best of times; it was the worst of times.”

For Lorenzo, a 30-year-old resident of Southwest Detroit, the worst of times was struggling to try to make 
ends meet for himself and his family. Before becoming a CWF client, Lorenzo was a laid-off construction 
worker who was working a number of odd and unfulfilling jobs. 

Today, Lorenzo’s life has been transformed. It is truly the best of times. After completing a weatherization-
training program offered by Southwest Housing Solutions, he secured a position with the Blanket 
Insulation Company. The counselors at the Greater Detroit CWF site also secured a scholarship for 
Lorenzo, which is allowing him to attend Henry Ford Community College, where he is taking courses 
in Renewable Energy. 

Lorenzo’s dream is to one day start his own business and he is currently taking advantage of CWF’s 
entrepreneurial coaching services. 

He said, “I am grateful for this opportunity. There are many people who are still struggling and I know 
what that struggle feels like. I hope that other lives can be [changed for the] better like mine.”

SER Metro-Detroit  
“A Clean Start”

A female Detroit resident came to the organization after receiving a letter from the Housing Department 
that she was no longer eligible for Section 8 benefits. Her initial goal was myopic and she was only seeking 
a solution for an emergency situation. The Greater Detroit CWF team assisted her in finding and securing 
a new and ideal home, helped her secure funds for a security deposit, assisted her in completing a THAW 
(The Heat and Warmth Fund) application for which she received a substantial amount to pay off a 
remaining balance on an energy bill, and got her approved for food stamps. 

The story does not end here. The Greater Detroit CWF team met with her to discuss her overall vision for 
her future, and subsequently developed a financial action plan to address both her short and long-term 
goals, which included being debt-free. She made the decision to return to school and pursue a degree in 
accounting. She is now gainfully employed at a local accounting firm as a tax preparer. She has become 
self-sufficient, and is on the road to financial independence. A fresh start. A new horizon.

The faces of success
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Goodwill Industries  
“The Flip Side”

Mr. Lovejoy, 31, is one of Goodwill Industries Flip the Script/CWF’s clients. He joined the program 
in 2009, and says it has totally changed his life. He is currently gainfully employed at Goodwill’s new 
Greenworks facility, and he is enrolled in acting classes at Wayne County Community College. His goal is 
to earn a Bachelor’s degree in performing arts. According to Mr. Lovejoy, CWF helped him to evaluate his 
life and design a plan for the next five to 10 years. 

Mr. Lovejoy also took advantage of the financial counseling that taught him to live on a budget and 
effectively manage and save his money. As a result, he was also able to save and purchase a home. 

“This is a great program....if you take a step forward. They help you take two more,” said Mr. Lovejoy.
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Earn it! Keep it! Grow it!
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Greater Detroit CWF will help you improve your money management skills 
through its innovative EARN IT! KEEP IT! GROW IT! coaching partnership. 

EARN IT!
Greater Detroit 
CWF will connect 
you to training 
and employment 
opportunities and 
maximize your ability 
to EARN money.

KEEP IT!
Greater Detroit CWF 
will help you KEEP your 
money by providing 
one-on-one financial 
coaching in 
areas like credit, 
budgeting and saving.

GROW IT!
Greater Detroit CWF 
will show you how to 
GROW your money 
through financial tools 
like credit building, 
financial planning and 
tax credits.

Do you want to 
get the most for 
your money?
The Greater Detroit Centers for 
Working Families (CWF) can help!

Training and Jobs
Employment and 
Income Supports Protecting Assets Building Wealth
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The Pathway to Stable Families
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Interested in 
working with us?
You will get the services you need 
to succeed…
• Access to quality resources 
• One-on-one coaching by a financial expert
• Help developing your own financial plan with a community of supporters.

The Detroit Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) and United Way for 
Southeastern Michigan have partnered to advance the financial stability of families in 
our community. This partnership created and manages the Greater Detroit Centers for 
Working Families, a network of high performing non-profits that provide the services. 
The Annie E. Casey Foundation developed the model for this work.

You will gain…
SKILLS
Training and employment

ACCESS
To public and private benefits

FINANCIAL COACHING
By experts

There are eight Greater 
Detroit CWF locations, listed 
on the back of this brochure.
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This brochure was in part made possible by a grant from the FINRA Investor 
Education Foundation through a partnership with United Way World Wide.

Contact a Greater Detroit Center for Working Families near you.

Detroit – Central 
Woodward /North End

A Focus: HOPE 
1355 Oakman Blvd.
Detroit, MI 48238 
313.494.5500

B Goodwill Industries
7700 Second Ave.
Detroit, MI 48202 
313.577.4848

C Operation Able 
4750 Woodward Ave., Suite 201 
Detroit, MI 48201 
313.832.0922

Detroit – Southwest

D SER Metro –Southwest Detroit
9301 Michigan Ave.
Detroit, MI 48210 
313.945.5200

E Southwest Solutions
3627 West Vernor Highway
Detroit, MI 48216 
313.841.9641

Oakland County, Michigan

F Lighthouse of Oakland County
46156 Woodward Ave.
Pontiac, MI 48343 
248.920.6060

Wayne County, Michigan

G ACCESS (Arab Community
Center for Economic and
Social Services)
6451 Schaefer Rd.
Dearborn, MI 48126
313.945.8105 

H The Guidance Center
550 Eaton St.
River Rouge, MI 48218
734.785.7705

F

H
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B
A
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Community Financial 
Center Sites
Children’s Aid Society
7700 Second Avenue
Detroit, MI  48202
313.961.8100

Macomb County MSU Extension
21885 Dunham Road, Suite 12
Clinton Township, MI 48036
586.469.5180

Matrix Human Services
13560 East McNichols
Detroit, MI 48205
313.526.4000

Starfish Family Services
26429 Michigan Avenue
Inkster, MI 48141
734.727.1066

Urban League of Detroit and  
Southeastern Michigan
15770 James Couzens
Detroit, MI 48238
313.832.4600

Wayne Metro Community Action Agency
2121 Biddle, Suite 102
Wyandotte, MI 48192
734.246.2280

For More Information Contact:
United Way for Southeastern Michigan
Nick Piper 
Community Financial Center Manager
313.226.9289
Nick.Piper@LiveUnitedSEM.org

Join the movement today at www.LiveUnitedSEM.org
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660 Woodward Ave., Suite 300 
Detroit, MI 48226 • 313.226.9200

United Way 
for Southeastern Michigan

LIVE UNITED

What are Community Financial  
Centers?
United Way for Southeastern Michigan launched the Community 
Financial Center initiative to encourage families as they accomplish 
their financial goals.  By partnering with trusted community based 
organizations, United Way for Southeastern Michigan is assisting 
families back on the path to financial stability.

Community Financial Centers focus on two key services to coach 
clients KEEP and GROW their hard earned dollars and become more 
financially stable:

KEEP IT!
•  One-on-one financial coaching (credit, budgeting, saving, etc.)
•  Access to income supports such as child care subsidies, food 

stamps, as they transition 

GROW IT!
• Access to lower-cost financial products and savings vehicles
• Understanding & accessing employer-offered benefits  

(401(k) & 403(b) plans) 
• Accessing tax return opportunities (earned income tax credits,  

child care or heating credits)

Why Community Financial Centers  
are needed?
Residents of Greater Detroit are facing more financial issues than 
ever before. Families are looking for help to manage their money and 
learning about benefits they might be eligible for. The Community 
Financial Centers are designed to meet families where they are and 
coach them through tough times.

The Financial Center business model makes it easier for families to 
tap into all of the services and supports for which they qualify, fill in 
the gaps and hone their troubleshooting skills in response to life’s 
unexpected financial setbacks.

The Impact of CFC
Each individual develops his/her own financial plan that is tied to  
his/her individual life goals. Participants measure individual progress 
against their own stated goals. 

In addition Financial Centers track:
•   How participants are improving their ratio of expenses to income
•   Increases in participant’s credit scores
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Last Updated: January 21, 2014
Last Updated By: Sharon Stahl

VETERANS SERVICES COMMISSION MEMBERS

1

2

Q4 YTD Q4 YTD 3
1 Personal Contacts w/ Vets 4

World War II 236             1,176          314             1,332 5
Korea 176             833             186             779 6
Vietnam 784             3,266          946             3,737 7
Persian 268             839             149             547 8
Iraq 117             579             133             579
Peacetime 131             597             553             1,016
Visitor 24               59               6                 16

2 # of Claims (New/On-Going) 700             3,077          847             3,663
3 # of Fully Developed Claims* 129             266             did not track did not track 1

4 Federal Burial Allowance 34               189             32               131
2

5 # of County Burial Allwnce (CBA) 76               351             88               313 3
6 Total Amt of CBA $22,800 $105,300 $26,400 $93,900 4
7 # of Marker Reimbsment (MB) 5                 34               6                 40 5
8 Total Amt of MB $500 $3,400 $600 $4,000
9 State Assistance (MVTF) 30               198             77               260
10 County Assistance (VRF) 50               250             101             359 1
11 Federal Claims Back Pay $1,639,852 $7,873,352 $3,238,120 $11,945,857 2
12 Federal Claims Recurring $217,330 $777,127 $257,992 $871,326 3
13 Theater Promotion Referrals 2                 27               4

*We started separating FDC in Aug 2013*

2013 2012

VetraSpec successfully installed and data transferred from VIMs

 changed the tracking
 process in late 2013 

Full time VA Vocational Rehabilitation specialist housed at our 
office

QUARTERLY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

To provide outstanding service to all veterans and their families who reside in Macomb County by 
maximizing the receipt of the veteran's benefits and eliminating or reducing the frustration and confusion of 
the benefit receipt process.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

KEY ISSUES

KEY METRICS

MISSION STATEMENT
Pat M. Daniels, Chairman
Fred Warner, Vice Chairman
Therese Wrobel, Secretary
Andy Knapp, Member-at-Large
Michael Salyers, Member-at-Large

Met with Macomb County tax assessors regarding Public Act 206
U of M graduate students assessment of office 

VSO training and certification for new employee

Met with Mark Diaz regarding partnership with Veteran CCF.org
Partnership with Wayne State Law School for legal services
Hired replacement service officer for my old job
Met with Michigan Works

but more more was spent in TF by 100K  We are also doing more
referral to DHS & MCCSA

Clerk Typist position - filled with temp position
Increase in gas cards issued 
25 cases of old files need to be shredded
SSVF grant awarded to MCCSA - less people applying for TF/RF

Vocation Rehabilitation program intergrating work experience 
within county offices
Next advertsing campaign - bulletin boards on I94
Case file purge
Cross training with MCCSA action centers & DHS partnership

Macomb County Veterans Services 
Quarterly Report (2013 Q4) 
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         Mark A. Hackel 
  

Macomb County Executive 

Mark F. Deldin 
Deputy County Executive 

 
 

 

 

To: David Flynn, Board Chair 

From: Pamela J. Lavers, Assistant County Executive       

           

Date: January 9, 2014    

 

RE: Agenda Item – MCCSA, Head Start Budget Amendment 
 

Attached you will find documentation and a resolution from MCCSA Director, Mary Solomon, to 

approve the budget amendment to the 2013/2014 MCCSA Head Start budget in the amount of 

$35,427. 

 

MCCSA has received three small grants for the Head Start program.  Through these grants 

MCCSA’s Head Start program will be able to assist children and families with referrals for 

evaluations through MISD, improve school readiness through early mathematics and reading 

literacy, and provide food to needy Head Start families in Macomb County.   

 

The Executive Office respectfully submits this agenda item for the Commission’s consideration 

and recommends approval of the budget amendment for MCCSA Head Start as stated above. 

 

PJL/smf 

cc: Steve Gold 

 Mary Solomon 
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MACOMB COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

RESOLUTION 
Resolution to: 

Approve a budget amendment to the 2013/14 MCCSA Head Start budget in the amount of $35,427.00. 

Additional Background Information (If Needed): 

MCCSA is seeking an amendment to the previously approved 2013/14 Head Start budget to accept 
grant funds. 

MCCSA has received three small grants for the Head Start program. MCCSA is seeking an increase to 
the previously approved 2013/14 Head Start budget in the amount of $35,427.00 with the following 
breakdown: 
Macomb Intermediate School District (MISD) Early On program- $3,500 
Great Parents, Great Start-Macomb - $30,177 
Mt. Calvary Lutheran Church Domestic Hunger Grant- $1,750 

There is no impact on the County's General Fund, as these are grant funds. 

Through these grants, MCCSA's Head Start program will be able to assist children and families with 
referrals for evaluations through MISD, improve school readiness through early mathematics and 
read ing literacy, and provide food to needy Head Start families in Macomb County. 

Committee Meeting Date 
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.f0 COMMUNITY SERVICES AGENCY 
c .., 21885 Dunham Road , Suite 10 • Clinton Township, Michigan 48036 __ ...,.~ 
~ ":' Phone: (586) 469-6999 • Fax: (586) 469-5530 JiWA\ 
~'~~,-~~ _____________________ www ___ ._m_a_c_om __ b[ o_v_.o_r_g_IM_c_c_s_A ________________ --~~~·~~~~~-~~ .._-.., .., ,.- A Community ActlM A!Jffl 

Mark A. Hackel Mary Solomon 
County Executive Director 

December 30, 2013 
Date 

Office of County Executive 

County of M acomb 
One South M ain, gth Floor 

Mount Clemens, Ml 48043 

SUBJECT: 

Macomb County Community Services Agency 

REQUEST APPROVAL/ ADOPTION OF 

Budget Amendment to MCCSA Head Start Grant 

MCCSA is seeking an amendment to the previously approved 2013/14 Head Start budget to accept 
grant funds. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE EXECUTIVE SUBMIT TO THE BOARD: 

A recommendation to approve a budget amendment to the 2013/14 MCCSA Head Start budget. 

PURPOSE/ JUSTIFICATION: 

MCCSA has received three small grants for the Head Start program. MCCSA is seeking an increase to 
the previously approved 201 3/14 Head Start budget in the amount of $35,427.00 with the following 
breakdown: 
Macomb Intermediate School District (MISD) Early On program- $3,500 
Great Parents, Great Start-Macomb - $30,1 77 
Mt. Calvary Lutheran Church Domestic Hunger Grant - $1,750 

FISCAL IMPACT/ FINANCING: 
. 

There is no impact on the County's General Fund, as these are grant funds. 

MCCSA complies with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Michigan Handicappers Civil Rights Act, and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 
To inquire about reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities please contact MCCSA. TDD: 586-469-5962. 
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Budget Amendment to MCCSA Head Start Grant 

Macomb County Community Services Agency 

FACTSAND PROVISION/ LE~AL REQUIREMENTS: 

N/A 

CONTRACTI NG PROCESS: 

Memorandums of understanding between the Grantors and The County of Macomb have been 
created, signed, and approved as appropriate. 

IMPACT ON CURRENT SER~ ICES (PROJECTS): -· ., 

Through these grants, MCCSA's Head Start program will be able to assist children and families with 
referrals for evaluations through MISD, improve school readiness through early mathematics and 
reading literacy, and provide food to needy Head Start families in Macomb County. 

Respectfully submitted, 

, .~ 

mmunity Services Agency 

21 P age 

.. ~ 
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Macomb Intermediate School District 
44001 Garfield Road· Clinton Township, MI · 48038-1100 · 586/228-3300 

PRESCHOOL AND ASSESSMENT CENTER SERVICES 

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING 

November 25, 2013 

Dear Ms. Solomon: 

Thank you once again for your agency participation in our Early On® Macomb. The hard work, effort, and commitment of you and your 
Head Start and Early Head Start staff to Early On Macomb are appreciated. 

This letter will defme our mutual understanding for the 2013-14 grant year. The allocation for your agency is $3,500.00 for this grant 
year. These funds will be paid to your agency for its participation in our county's Early On system of services during the 
2013-14 grant year. As an agency participant in Early On, we have mutually agreed that you will provide the following activities 
throughout the 2013-14 grant year: 

1. Client Referral Activities, including transition 
2. Collaboration/Training Activities 
3. IFSPILICC activities 

Again, on behalf of Early On Macomb and the Macomb Intermediate School District, our most sincere thanks for your continued 
agency participation in our community's Early On system of services. 

Sincerely yours, 

Date tt!z6k 
I 

Beth Albe1ti 
Assistant Superintendent 
Special Education Services 

rJ . I 
f\ .. .:J~.A-A - , -~ Date i i f2-k' /b 
~~ M. Fontantve 

Director 
Preschool and Assessment Center Services 

___________________ Dare __________ __ 

Albert L. Lorenzo 
Assistant Macomb County Executive 

Pacson 'training' (N):Imastersharelearlyonlcorrespondence/letterundl3 
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Macomb Intermediate School District 
44001 Garfield Road • Clinton Township, MI • 48038-1100 • 586/228-3300 

_, __ _.._.. 

November 4, 2013 

Ms. Mary Solomon 
Macomb County Community Services Agency Head Start 
21885 Dunham Road, Ste 10 
Clinton Twp, MI 48036 

Dear Ms. Solon1on: 

. '.'H ·' 
•fJ 1/ I··' .· . .,;: " (!-. 

Congratulations, Great Parents, Great Start Macomb is pleased to inform you that your submitted proposal 
has been approved in the amount of$30,177 for Birth to Three: Experiencing How Fun Learning Can Be. 

This letter and its attachment outline the terms arid conditions of accepting our grant. Please read all the 
terms and conditions carefully, sign, and return along with the General Grant Terms, Conditions and 
Understandings. · 

The funds must be used specifically for the designated purpose(s) by September 26, 2014. You must 
submit a written request to us in advance if you wish to change the purpose of the grant or if the funds will 
not be expended within this time frame. 

Upon signing the General Grant Terms, Conditions and Understandings, your agency states that you 
agree to notify us if there is any change in your agency/organization status. In addition, we will request . 
reports on the expenditure of our grant to be submitted after each quarter or with a final report due by 
September 26, 201 4. 

The General Grant Terms, Conditions and Understandings also gives Great Parents, Great Start Macomb 
and the Macomb Intermediate School District your permission to use photographs, logos, 
published/printed information, and any other materials you supply, without further notice, in press releases 
and/or publications. 

Sincerely, 

<71~ E::~ 

JoAnne Elkin, Consultant 
Early Literacy/Early Childhood 

cc: Cheryl Siecinski 
Kathleen Nicosia 

John A. Bozymowski, President • Max D. McCullough, Vice President • Edward V. Farley, Treasurer 
Theresa J. Genest, Secretary • Donald Hubler, Trustee 

Michael R. DeVault, Superintendent 
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Dec 12 13 05:5 2p Mt. C a l v a r~ Luther a n Chur 5 8 6 7576560 

~~ t. Mt. Calvary Evangelical Lutheran Church 

~~ f?Q Evangelical Lutheran Church in America 
~ ~ God's work. Our hands. 

December 12, 201 3 

To Macomb County Head Start of the $4,000.00-Hunger Grant from 
the National Church; Macomb Head Start received $1 ,750.00 

. Sincerely 

\-\/_V_( . ·\\ i\ . I} i \ ~'-- ·\.~\. :'-.(\_ /\'\_; \'"-- . \,c~ >:;-k / "'--'--_,1"'--

Merriann Haberek, President 

8129 Packard Avenue • Warren, Michigan 48089 
(586) 757-0319 • Fax (586) 757-6560 

p. 1 
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